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IESE’s recent 60th anniversary celebrations have provided an opportunity to reflect on past achievements, present challenges and future priorities.

We live in an era of rapid and sometimes disorientating change – and business education is no exception. Still, we have learned over six decades that if we follow the compass of our values, and remain true to our mission, we will always find a way to succeed.

Our mission is to develop leaders who strive to have a deep, positive and lasting impact on people, companies and society through professional excellence, integrity and a spirit of service. In decades to come, our leaders will require new skills but these qualities of character are timeless.

Our values help us define our strategies and decide our actions. Putting people first, striving for excellence, fostering a global and entrepreneurial mindset, and taking responsibility, all help us make the right choices.

Looking ahead to the near future, two new projects will help us further pursue our goals. To reach a new generation of leaders, we have introduced a Master in Management, a degree aimed at recent university graduates to help them launch their careers that combines business-management fundamentals with real-world experience. In Munich, there has been great applicant interest in the new Executive MBA program, which will support companies in central Europe.

All of this is possible because of the support of our partner companies and global alumni network. I thank you all, and look forward to working together to achieve yet more in the years to come.
NEW YORK GLOBAL ALUMNI REUNION
IESE held its 2018 Global Alumni Reunion in New York, to coincide with the school’s 10th anniversary of offering programs in the U.S. The 4-day event, under the theme “Be Ahead of What’s Next,” attracted over 1,000 executives and featured visits to companies on the cutting edge of business, such as LinkedIn and SAP.

MADRID EXPANSION
IESE started a major expansion of its campus in Madrid. The project involves a total investment of €52 million and the construction of 16,300 square meters of new space – doubling the current campus size. It will allow the school to increase its activities and programs in the Spanish capital by an estimated 50%. Construction began in 2018 and is expected to be completed in 2020.

VIRTUAL CLASSROOM
IESE and audiovisual technology company Barco launched a next-generation classroom on the Barcelona campus that combines the interaction of a physical classroom and the convenience of virtual learning. The Virtual Classroom immerses up to 80 students in a comprehensive learning experience in which they can see and converse with the professor and their fellow classmates, take part in surveys and shared exercises, and save content from the whiteboard, wherever they are in the world.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
In May 2019, the school inaugurated its Venture Hub in Barcelona, a new space that brings under one roof IESE’s diverse activities related to entrepreneurship, ranging from training and research to financing and tech transfer. It will serve as a launch pad for many projects and will facilitate mentoring, financing, legal advice, training and networking.

60TH ANNIVERSARY
IESE’s 60th anniversary celebrations included events at the Barcelona and Madrid campuses, and in cities around the world. The dean of long-time IESE partner Harvard Business School (HBS), Nitin Nohria, was the keynote speaker in Barcelona and addressed the ways in which business schools can address societal challenges. In Madrid, guests including Ermenegildo Zegna and Marc Puig discussed corporate governance. A special conference inaugurated by the Grand Chancellor of the University of Navarra, Monsignor Ocáriz, focused on business and social responsibility. IESE Dean Franz Heukamp also took a tour of Asia that highlighted the region’s strategic importance to the future of IESE.

RANKED #1 FOR 5 YEARS
IESE’s Executive Education programs were ranked the best in the world by the Financial Times for a record-breaking fifth straight year. The 2019 ranking highlighted IESE’s ability to provide new skills and learning experiences to executives, its emphasis on meeting the needs of clients and participants, its outstanding faculty, and the follow-up provided after programs.
GUEST SPEAKERS

International leaders in politics, business and academia came to IESE to share their thoughts and experiences. They included:
MEET IESE
Developing a better future for business and society

As the graduate business school of the University of Navarra, IESE has been at the forefront of management education for nearly 60 years.

**OUR MISSION**
We develop leaders who strive to have a deep, positive and lasting impact on people, companies and society through professional excellence, integrity and a spirit of service.

**OUR VISION**
We are committed to being a world leader and the most impactful European business school for current and future senior executives and entrepreneurs on their lifelong learning journeys. We achieve this through global business programs and thought leadership based on relevant research.

**INTERNATIONAL RENOWN**
IESE’s global mindset, a general-management approach and a people-centered vision drive its activities in different areas.

**FIRST-CLASS FACULTY**
The school’s 115 full-time professors bring wide-ranging real-world business experience to their classrooms, as well as academic excellence. Program participants benefit from their open-door policy and dedication to teaching, as well as their contacts in the top levels of global business.

**CONSTANT INNOVATION**
IESE pioneers new methodologies, technologies and concepts in order to remain at the forefront of management education, anticipating the needs of participants and companies, and having an ever-greater impact.

**CHRISTIAN HUMANISM**
IESE is an initiative of Opus Dei, a Personal Prelature of the Roman Catholic Church. It stands on the solid pillars of Christian humanism, inspired by values common to all beliefs, cultures and nations.

**SUSTAINABILITY**
IESE evaluates the environmental impact of all its activities and facilities. The four main target areas of the school’s environment strategy are: reducing energy consumption, lowering water use, cutting CO₂ emissions and decreasing waste generation. Continuous improvements have been made across the board thanks to measures such as the installation of solar panels, lower-flow water systems, replacement temperature-control systems and awareness campaigns to reduce paper consumption.

By 2020, IESE aims to achieve the three major goals set out in the European Union’s Sustainable Development Strategy: a 20% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, a 20% improvement in energy efficiency and ensuring that 20% of energy consumed is from a renewable source. The energy efficiency EU target was met this year, ahead of schedule.
Global business requires global business education. IESE has five permanent campuses in Barcelona, Madrid, New York, Munich and São Paulo. Its network also includes partner schools and offices around the world.

International growth remains a strategic priority. We continue to work to expand our reach, forge new collaborations and deliver transformative programs for executives everywhere.

### IN NUMBERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5</th>
<th>Campuses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Offices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Associated Business Schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>Partner Companies Around the World</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Learning to change the world. Every IESE program – from general management to a comprehensive suite of executive education experiences – is designed to develop responsible, effective business leaders.
MBA PROGRAMS

IESE’s full-time MBA, Executive MBA and Global Executive MBA are hands-on learning experiences that develop deep general management knowledge and skills.

THE FULL-TIME MBA
Action-based learning is at the heart of the MBA program. It equips participants with the managerial skills that they will need in business, while encouraging them to develop entrepreneurial attitudes. Putting people first and pursuing an ethical mindset underpins the structure of the course. In 2018-2019, 707 students were admitted, and 353 graduated in May in the Class of 2019.

GLOBAL SCOPE
The Class of 2019 included students from 55 different countries. The first and second years combined, with students from a total of 75 countries, further reflect the global experience within the classrooms. Cross-border and cross-cultural learning was reinforced through elective overseas modules held in New York City, São Paulo, Shanghai and Nairobi. In 2018-2019, the Exchange Program saw 67 IESE second-year MBA students studying in other schools, while 64 visiting students came to spend time at IESE.

NEW WORLD, NEW SKILLS
Nine new elective courses were added to give participants highly relevant specialist knowledge: Public Affairs, Social Project Management, Introduction to Christianity, New Venture Scaling, Banking, Present and Future, Data Visualization, Future Emerging Technologies, Financial Crisis and The Economy and Innovation Strategy.

HANDS-ON EXPERIENCES
The experimental learning promoted by the IESE MBA Capstone Project continues to go from strength to strength. 2018-2019 saw 354 students working on the business problems of 10 real companies: Calvin Klein, eDreams, Secunet, IDNEO, Kerry Foods, MACSA, Ndege-Naturgy, Nike, PepsiCo and Roche.

Another example of hands-on learning is the EXSIM (Executive-Management Simulation Program). This dynamic exercise allows students to put everything they’ve learned into practice by playing the role of a company board member competing against other businesses in the same sector.

POST-MBA SUPPORT
May saw the first edition of the Career Checkpoint Workshop, a one-day program for people who graduated from the MBA three years ago. Fifty-four students, from the Class of 2016 participated in this career reflection program, which covered their first 1,000 days as IESE alumni.

WORLD-CLASS RANKING
The Economist ranked the IESE full-time MBA as the best in Europe and the sixth best worldwide, making it the only non-U.S. school in the top ten. Meanwhile, the Financial Times ranked IESE’s full-time MBA 12th globally and third best in Europe for the second consecutive year.

THE EXECUTIVE MBA
The Executive MBA is an 18-month, part-time program for high-potential managers, executives and entrepreneurs who want to boost their careers. It is offered in Madrid, Barcelona and São Paulo. The first-ever Munich EMBA launches in September 2019.

New courses in subjects related to digital disruption caused by technology were added to complement the regular EMBA ‘tech talks’. International experiences included courses in Shanghai, New York and São Paulo plus a new Nairobi module. The first-ever fully English-language section of the EMBA program started in September 2019. Module one will be launched in Barcelona too, further increasing the value of the program for international participants who are non-native speakers of Spanish.

In 2018-2019, the Executive MBA had 600 students enrolled. A total of 265 students graduated: 118 in Barcelona, 115 in Madrid and 32 in São Paulo.

THE GLOBAL EXECUTIVE MBA
The Global Executive MBA (GEMBA) is designed to facilitate the career progression of senior international executives by accelerating their leadership growth. In the context of global business, participants develop advanced decision-making skills, taking into account emerging trends. In an element of collaborative learning, they expand their general management perspective of strategy, planning, execution and control.

Program growth was strong, with 39 participants graduating in June 2019 and 51 students starting in the Class of 2020.

The program’s blended model incorporates both in-classroom and online modules.

IN NUMBERS

02. LEARN
The PhD in Management and MRM (Master of Research in Management) programs are designed for students who are dedicated to academic research and want to significantly influence management thinking. The programs prepare students for academic careers in leading business schools and universities. We currently have 56 students including 27 nationalities. This year, nine students graduated and there were 13 new entrants. IESE’s efforts to increase diversity and improve gender balance are reflected in the fact that 41% of research students are female. IESE PhD programs are fully funded, including a fee waiver and stipend, so participants can focus on what matters: preparing for a career at the forefront of business scholarship. This is possible thanks to the generosity of the companies and individuals that support IESE. Students and alumni from the IESE PhD and MRM programs published papers in a diverse range of distinguished journals and won several awards, including A-Sung Hong (3rd year PhD), the Strategic Management Society’s Annual Conference Best PhD Paper Prize and Best PhD Proposal Award, and the Caleb Bernacchio (4th Year PhD) Society of Business Ethics Founders’ Award.

There were close to 40 sessions in the PhD and Junior Faculty Brownbag Seminar Series, which is also open to external faculty and visiting students. IESE’s PhD program is now almost 50 years old. During that time, 169 students have graduated and gone on to contribute important ideas to academia and business management.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT CENTER

The Career Development Center’s mission is to partner with companies to help them find the best talent for their organizations at IESE, and to equip program participants with the right tools, resources and mindset to help them drive their careers. It provides students with the opportunity to find places at the sort of prestigious companies where they can have a lasting impact on society.

It also enables students to graduate from IESE with both expert professional training and assured job opportunities. Similarly, companies benefit from working with IESE not only for the pool of talented students, but also for the individualized support provided to them from the center at every step of the recruitment process. The Career Development Center (CDC) provides services to all IESE programs. The CDC provides EMBA and GEMBA students across different campuses with workshops and presentations, education panels, individual career-coaching and numerous online resources, as well as opportunities to interact with executive search firms.

Career Management workshops for alumni included a total of 18 new events around the world. Online resources were updated with new content, and improvements continued to the online mentoring platform launched last year. The integration of a single job board gave companies a single point of contact to recruit IESE talent. Alumni from all over the world participated in 850 individual coaching sessions.

In Numbers

- 56 Students
- 41% Women
- 27 Nationalities
- 169 Alumni

The professional clubs, prepare the students for application processes and interviews. The many career fairs and treks also serve to facilitate interaction between students and companies. As a result, 94% of the Class of 2019 found employment within three months of graduation. Consulting remained the most popular sector.

CLASS OF 2019 PLACEMENT

- 94% Found employment within three months of graduation
- 73% Changed the sector in which they work

Employment sectors

- Consulting: 33%
- Tech: 26%
- Industry: 21%
- Financial Services: 20%

Employment regions

- Europe: 30%
- Asia: 13%
- Latin America: 17%
- U.S.: 25%
- Rest of the world: 8%

Average base salary: €85,046

Top recruiting companies:

- ABB
- Bain & Company
- BCG
- BBVA
- BNP Paribas
- Citi
- Deloitte
- IBM
- MasterCard Advisors
- McKinsey & Company
- Morgan Stanley
- SABMiller
- Samsung
- Vodafone
- Amazon

*According to MBACSEA reporting rules.
EXECUTIVE EDUCATION

Ranked for five consecutive years as the world’s best by the Financial Times, IESE’s portfolio of Executive Education programs sets the benchmark for excellence in leadership development. IESE delivers programs in partnership with its international allies including Harvard Business School, Wharton, Michigan Ross, UCLA Anderson and CEIBS.

EXECUTIVE EDUCATION

Focused Programs

IESE delivered 45 Focused Programs in 2018-2019 in Barcelona, Madrid, New York and Munich. Each was an intensive experience that tackled a specific issue facing companies and industries. New programs were added to the portfolio, including Artificial Intelligence for Executives and Transformación Digital (in Spanish).

Leadership Programs for Public Sector Management

IESE’s Center for Public Leadership and Government (CPLG) delivers programs aimed at educating government officials in best-of-class management techniques in order to contribute to economic and social growth. In 2018-2019, the programs delivered by CPLG provided an opportunity for participants to share ideas with colleagues in different institutions and political parties.

Industry Meetings

IESE Industry Meetings (IMs) spark trends and ideas, and catalyze action among academics, executives and institutions. In 2018-2019, 10 meetings with 196 speakers and chairpersons and 1,666 participants took place in Barcelona, Madrid and Mexico City. The meetings covered industries including automotive, healthcare, food & beverage, energy, banking, real estate and insurance.

Custom Programs

Delivered internationally by world-class faculty, and global in scope, Custom Programs meet companies’ strategic needs. Participating senior executives focus on purpose and ethical values as they develop their leadership capabilities. In 2018-2019, IESE delivered Custom Programs to 59 companies from 18 countries across Europe, North America, South America, Africa, Asia and Australia.

NEW RECORD

5 years as world #1

The Financial Times ranked IESE’s Executive Education programs as the best in the world for a record-breaking fifth straight year.

As well as coming first overall in the combined ranking, IESE also ranked first for custom programs. It scored high marks across the board and placed in the top two spots in 11 of 15 categories including program preparation, the ability to impart new skills, the use of innovative teaching methods, the diversity of its faculty, and international reach.

For open programs, participants valued how IESE’s programs encouraged new ways of thinking, and equipped them with new skills and perspectives that are directly relevant to their work. In addition, they appreciated the follow-up provided by IESE once they were back in the workplace.

The 2019 FT Executive Education ranking analyzes two types of programs for executives: custom programs (courses that are tailor-made for specific companies) and open-enrollment programs (open to executives from any company).

IN NUMBERS

45
Focused Programs

100+
Custom Programs

10
Industry Meetings
TRANSFORMING EXECUTIVE EDUCATION OVER THE WORLD

IESE delivered Executive Education programs around the globe, positively impacting business management in line with its mission.

U.S., NEW YORK CAMPUS

GENERAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS:
• Advanced Management Program
• Global CEO Program, Shanghai-Philadelphia-Barcelona
• Driving Leadership Potential (new in 2018)

FOCUSED PROGRAMS:
• Getting Things Done
• Digital Mindset: How to Lead and Manage in an Ever-Changing Environment (DM)
• Developing Leadership Competencies (DLC)
• Gestión de endowments (Miami)

CUSTOM PROGRAMS INCLUDE:
BMW, United Parcel Service, Faurecia; Bank Mandiri, Enterprise Ireland, Islandsbanki, JSF (Fundación Junipero Serra), Henkel, Suez Group, Activision Blizzard, Shiseido, Ricoh, Ebu-Eurovision and Oracle.

ONLINE PROGRAMS

Like the school’s on-campus programs, IESE’s online programs provide a general management perspective on a certain topic and seek a transformational impact in participants.

Whatever the subject area, it is always addressed in the broader context of managerial decision-making. Teaching is discussion-based and aims to go beyond knowledge acquisition to facilitate participants’ reflection, conceptualization and application of knowledge.

Online learning experiences are enhanced with individual, peer-to-peer and/or faculty-led activities, which will run alongside or in between sessions.

Each week, participants address a specific topic through a structured learning process, facilitated by an expert tutor, using video lectures and IESE’s Virtual Classroom. They discuss the case and their solutions via an online platform, drawing and applying insights either individually or in teams.

IESE will offer six online Focused Programs by the end of the 2019-2020 academic year.

MICROMASTERS
IESE has also signed an agreement with edX to offer a MicroMasters program. edX is a massive open online course provider, co-founded by Harvard and MIT. A MicroMasters program comprises four graduate-level courses. Participants worldwide can take these courses either to develop standalone skills for career advancement, or to earn credentials towards a full master’s degree (to be pursued later).

IESE expects to offer its MicroMasters by the start of the 2020-2021 academic year.

MASSIVE OPEN ONLINE COURSES (MOOCS)
Since 2012, the school has offered a total of 15 MOOCs via the leading educational platform Coursera, reaching over 290 thousand learners. Some related courses are grouped into ‘specializations’, one of which is IESE’s “Foundations of Management”, covering accounting, operations, finance, marketing and leadership. MOOCs help IESE build its brand with a wider international audience (70% of participants are from outside Spain).
IESE research helps business leaders tackle the issues they face – and the ones they will face in the future. Our professors lead the conversation in their respective fields, asking questions that reframe our understanding of business.
IESE faculty published research in 74 articles in peer-reviewed journals, wrote 12 books and created 75 case studies. Candidates presented research at 55 IESE seminars.

We recruited five new faculty members of four nationalities. The total number of full-time faculty in 2018-2019 remained at 115, comprising 23 different nationalities.
IESE research priorities stem from the school’s mission, which emphasizes academic rigor and relevance for the business world from a multidisciplinary perspective.

In 2018-2019, the school organized 11 academic events and 39 events for practitioners, with almost 3,700 participants registered in total. Thirty new competitive projects started, with funding reaching more than €2,407,000. An important procurement contract with the EU was awarded to Prof. M. Julia Prats and the EIC team for their project “Boosting the investment readiness of European SMEs.” The prestigious Ramón y Cajal grant was awarded by the Spanish Ministry of Science, Innovation and Universities to Prof. Mihalis Markakis. The ministry also funded four new research projects with Profs Cassiman, Neckebrouck, Vergara and Vives as main researchers. The CRIHM-EIT Health Initiative obtained two EU and seventeen EU KIC EIT Health projects.

“IESE High Impact Projects,” a new internal funding scheme, was launched. Its first project, “Tackling Sustainable Development Goals (SDG): Understanding Public-Private Collaboration in the Context of Cities,” with Prof. Pascual Berrone and Prof. Joan Enric Ricart, was funded for 3 years with €300,000.

IESE INSIGHT
IESE BUSINESS SCHOOL INSIGHT MAGAZINE
This year, IESE merged its magazines, the IESE Alumni Magazine and the IESE INSIGHT Review, to create IESE Business School Insight. The new publication delivers IESE research and news in an accessible and engaging style to over 38,500 readers.

IESE INSIGHT PORTAL
INSIGHT is the school’s knowledge portal. It has published more than 3,000 articles, and more than 18,000 business professionals subscribe to its bi-monthly newsletter. The portal offers concise articles and complementary materials – video, podcasts, infographics, etc. – that summarize the most relevant implications of academic research covering 14 knowledge areas, including decision analysis, leadership, marketing and strategy – and link back to the originals, which may be downloaded directly or purchased via IESE Publishing.

ANALYZING REAL BUSINESS TRENDS
IESE professors and researchers break down some of the biggest trends affecting business and anticipate their future implications for business leaders. These are some of the most impactful developments of the 2018-2019 academic year:

• Survey on the Future of Employment by M. Luisa Blázquez, Roger Masclans and Jordi Canals, through the IESE Education for Jobs Infative
• Cities in Motion Index 2019 by Pasqual Berrone and Joan E. Ricart

IESE PUBLISHING
IESE Publishing remains the world’s largest distributor of Spanish-language case studies. It distributes more than 45,000 titles in Spanish, as well as many in English and some in Portuguese. This year, it developed and implemented a new e-shop platform.

THE IESE LIBRARY
The IESE Library reached 43,090 volumes, 32,012 paper books and 343,743 electronic books, 47,274 electronic journals and 36 paper journals. Students can also access 59 databases as subscribers. Use of the electronic collection and the catalog continued to grow. The IESE Library serves the school’s community.

In 2018-2019, as part of improvements in its technology infrastructure, the Library launched a new website, allowing easier navigation and improved access to information.

IESE BUSINESS SCHOOL INSIGHT INSIGHT MAGAZINE
This year, IESE merged its magazines, the IESE Alumni Magazine and the IESE INSIGHT Review, to create IESE Business School Insight. The new publication delivers IESE research and news in an accessible and engaging style to over 38,500 readers.

IESE INSIGHT PORTAL
INSIGHT is the school’s knowledge portal. It has published more than 3,000 articles, and more than 18,000 business professionals subscribe to its bi-monthly newsletter. The portal offers concise articles and complementary materials – video, podcasts, infographics, etc. – that summarize the most relevant implications of academic research covering 14 knowledge areas, including decision analysis, leadership, marketing and strategy – and link back to the originals, which may be downloaded directly or purchased via IESE Publishing.

ANALYZING REAL BUSINESS TRENDS
IESE professors and researchers break down some of the biggest trends affecting business and anticipate their future implications for business leaders. These are some of the most impactful developments of the 2018-2019 academic year:

• Survey on the Future of Employment by M. Luisa Blázquez, Roger Masclans and Jordi Canals, through the IESE Education for Jobs Infative
• Cities in Motion Index 2019 by Pasqual Berrone and Joan E. Ricart

IESE PUBLISHING
IESE Publishing remains the world’s largest distributor of Spanish-language case studies. It distributes more than 45,000 titles in Spanish, as well as many in English and some in Portuguese. This year, it developed and implemented a new e-shop platform.

THE IESE LIBRARY
The IESE Library reached 43,090 volumes, 32,012 paper books and 343,743 electronic books, 47,274 electronic journals and 36 paper journals. Students can also access 59 databases as subscribers. Use of the electronic collection and the catalog continued to grow. The IESE Library serves the school’s community. In 2018-2019, as part of improvements in its technology infrastructure, the Library launched a new website, allowing easier navigation and improved access to information.

IN NUMBERS
74 Articles in refereed journals
20 Articles in non-refereed journals and magazines
75 Cases
12 Books
40 Teaching notes and technical notes
CHAIRES AND RESEARCH CENTERS

IESE has 12 research centers and 28 chairs. Endowed chairs are an essential facilitator of IESE’s academic research and are fundamental to its economic sustainability.

This year, the new Center for Corporate Governance was created under the direction of Prof. Jordi Canals, with Prof. Gaizka Ormazabal as its academic director. The objective of the center is to generate ideas with impact that improve the theory and practice of corporate governance.

The Center for International Finance celebrated its 26th annual symposium, where Prof. Miguel Duro made his debut as new academic director. Several IESE professors presented their latest research and engaged in discussions about different aspects of finance.

The Public-Private Sector Research Center launched a new banking initiative, with the support of Citi. It will establish a group of first-rate researchers to study post-crisis developments in banking and financial markets, paying particular attention to regulation and competition policy and the impact on business banking models.

The research team from IESE Cities in Motion and IESE Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs) for Cities launched a methodology to determine how PPPs impact UN Sustainable Development Goals. The research was published in the Journal of Sustainability.

12 RESEARCH CENTERS

- Center for Business in Society
- Center for Corporate Governance
- Center for Globalization and Strategy
- Center for Innovation Marketing and Strategy
- Center for International Finance
- Center for Public Leadership and Government
- Center for Research in Healthcare Innovation Management
- Entrepreneurship Innovation Center
- Institute for Media and Entertainment
- International Center for Logistics Research
- International Center for Work and Family
- Public-Private Sector Research Center

28 CHAIRS

- Abertis Chair of Regulation, Competition and Public Policy
  PROF. XAVIER VIVES
- Alcatel-Lucent Chair of Technology Management
  PROF. ANTONIO DÁVILA
- Anselmo Rubiralta Chair of Strategy and Globalization
  PROF. PANKAJ GHEMAWAT
- Antonio Valero Chair of Business Administration
  PROF. FRANZ HEUKAMP
- Banco Sabadell Chair of Emerging Markets
  PROF. PEDRO VIDEJA
- Bertrán Foundation Chair of Entrepreneurship
  PROF. M. JÚLIA PRATS
- CaixaBank Chair of Corporate Social Responsibility
  PROF. JOAN FORTRODONA
- Carl Schroeder Chair in Strategic Management
  PROF. JOAN E. BICART
- Carmina Roca and Rafael Pich-Agullera Chair of Women and Leadership
  PROF. NURIA CHINCHILLA
- CELSA Chair of Competitiveness in Manufacturing
  PROF. FREDERIC SABRIÀ
- Chair of Business Ethics
  PROF. DOMÉNEC MELÉ
- Chair of Family-owned Business
  PROF. JOSEP TAPIES
- Crédit Andorra Chair of Markets, Organizations and Humanism
  PROF. JOSEP M. ROSANAS
- Eustax Chair of Excellence in Services
  PROF. PHILIP MOSCOSO
- IESE Foundation Chair in Corporate Governance
  PROF. JORDI CANALS
- Fuel Freedom Chair for Energy and Social Development
  PROF. AHMAD RAHNEMA
- Grupo Santander Chair of Financial Institutions and Corporate Governance
  PROF. GAIZKA ORMАЗАBAL
- Indra Chair of Digital Strategy
  PROF. JOSEP VALOR
- Jaime Grego Chair in Healthcare Management
  PROF. NÚRIA MAS
- Joaquim Molins Figueras Chair of Strategic Alliances
  PROF. AFRICA ARIÑO
- José Felipe Bertrán Chair of Governance and Leadership in Public Administration
  PROF. SANTIAGO ÁLVAREZ DE MON
- Nissan Chair for Corporate Strategy and International Competitiveness
  PROF. BRUNO CASSIMAN
- Novartis Chair on Operational Excellence in the Health Sector
  PROF. JAUME RIBERA
- PricewaterhouseCoopers Chair of Corporate Finance
  PROF. PABLO FERNÁNDEZ
- Puig Chair of Global Leadership Development
  PROF. MARTA ELVIRA
- Schneider Electric Sustainability and Business Strategy Chair
  PROF. PASCUAL BERRONE
- SEAT Chair of Innovation
  PROF. ANTONIO DÁVILA
- SEAT Chair of Labor Relations
  PROF. CARLOS J. SÁNCHEZ-RUNDE
Commitment is not a constraint. It is an inspiration. IESE is committed to people, to ideas, to innovation and to greater global understanding. To changing the way the world does business.
For over 60 years, IESE has been a distinctive business school, driven by a desire to develop principled leaders and inspire positive change. Its mission has shaped its teaching, its focus, and its international growth. It has become a benchmark for excellence in ethical business education. Today, we dare to do more across four different pillars of the IESE community.

But we cannot do it alone. With the support of our alumni, friends, partners and corporate community, we are committed to investing in a bold new vision.

Because we believe that business leaders can change the world. In order to develop future leaders who are ready to respond to 21st century challenges, we must create a powerful, impactful learning experience.

DARE TO DO MORE

**PEOPLE**
Transforming lives by investing in people through scholarships.

IESE is committed to being accessible to the brightest minds, regardless of geographic or economic circumstances. Need- and merit-based scholarships ensure IESE can continue to attract students with exceptional academic capabilities—whatever their economic resources may be. In the last academic year, 480 people received aid of some kind in order to study at IESE. The school continues to increase its efforts, striving to open its doors to even more deserving students around the world. The ultimate goal is to reduce barriers to access an IESE education for any qualified candidate, regardless of their economic circumstances.

IESE has an unparalleled commitment to developing the very best faculty. Its investment in people reflects its values as a school. IESE faculty contribute to creating a community of learning that is unique, dynamic and deeply committed.

**IDEAS**
Expanding knowledge to be a force for positive change.

Relevant and impactful research helps students to become competent leaders, and corporate leaders to find solutions for the real challenges they face. In a rapidly shifting world, such timely, practical research can make the difference between moving ahead or falling behind in business. This research excellence contributes to the positive impact that IESE seeks to have on people, organizations and society.

The school accomplishes its research goals in two ways: by raising permanent endowed funding for faculty chairs and by investing in research centers. Increased funding will ensure that IESE can continue to attract talented academics dedicated to research and learning, and provide forward-looking analysis to promising students and executives seeking more profound knowledge.

**INNOVATION**
Employing state-of-the-art methodologies and tools to merge theory with practice.

A worldwide presence is a crucial component of having a worldwide impact. Expanding our physical presence in Barcelona, Madrid, Munich and New York, as well as our international network, has always been a priority. Further growth will intensify programs and partnerships on every continent, strengthening our research and expanding our student base.

We believe that if you want to do business in a global marketplace, you need to understand how the world does business: across borders, cultures and markets. And we believe that if you want to change the world, you must first appreciate all of its complexities. Our international presence reflects our international mindset.

But why do we need physical campuses in a digital age? Because a campus is where connections are made and relationships are born. It is where the seeds of innovation, research and new business ideas are planted and nurtured. The result is a positive, lasting impact on people, companies and society.

**GLOBAL UNDERSTANDING**
Reinforcing our physical presence in strategic locations.

A worldwide presence is a crucial component of having a worldwide impact. Expanding our physical presence in Barcelona, Madrid, Munich and New York, as well as our international network, has always been a priority. Further growth will intensify programs and partnerships on every continent, strengthening our research and expanding our student base.

We believe that if you want to do business in a global marketplace, you need to understand how the world does business: across borders, cultures and markets. And we believe that if you want to change the world, you must first appreciate all of its complexities. Our international presence reflects our international mindset.

But why do we need physical campuses in a digital age? Because a campus is where connections are made and relationships are born. It is where the seeds of innovation, research and new business ideas are planted and nurtured. The result is a positive, lasting impact on people, companies and society.
Dean Franz Heukamp leads IESE’s Executive Committee, which is responsible for defining the school’s strategy and overseeing its execution. At the close of the 2018-2019 academic year, he was appointed to a second three-year term. Dean reports to the president of the University of Navarra, the Alumni Association’s Executive Committee and the International Advisory Board. The school’s International Advisory Board (IAB), U.S. Advisory Council and Alumni Association’s Executive Committee advise its management team, with additional support from the Harvard Business School-IESE Committee.
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ENGAGEMENT

IESE is a vibrant community of more than 50,000 alumni who maintain ties and engage with each other through activity and learning.

In 2018-2019, the Alumni Learning Program was enhanced with new learning formats to meet the different needs of members. These changes, which will improve access to learning resources for our entire alumni community in 130 countries worldwide, included shorter content accessible from any device, and “Learning Pils” in the app. This format involves condensing and digitalizing content to create 15-minute texts and videos from any device, and “Learning Pils” in the app. This format involves condensing and digitalizing content to create 15-minute texts and videos complemented by exercises and/or further reading.

The mentoring platform launched in February 2019 leverages the alumni network’s extensive experience. It one of the most important roles of the IESE Alumni Association to support the growth of the school. Alumni – along with corporate and trust donors, and other friends – contribute to funding research, scholarships, facilities and faculty development.

IESE works closely with the Alumni Executive Committee to build engagement with its global alumni community. Alumni are key IESE stakeholders and their support is invaluable in order to deliver our vision and change the way the world does business.

We continue to foster relationships with alumni and other donors in order to position the school for future campaigns, as part of a robust and sustainable long-term funding model.

The association supports alumni throughout their careers, providing career management advice and events, as well as lifelong learning and networking opportunities.
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IESE PEOPLE
At IESE, we believe that people are at the heart of every business – including our own.

The school works in three main areas to create a supportive working environment that brings out the best in everyone at IESE.

TALENT
We identify and invest in talent within IESE to encourage personal and professional development.

INNOVATION
We strive to remain an agile organization with the ability to adapt to rapid change in a complex and fast-moving market.

IDENTITY
Under the banner of “One IESE”, we strive to ensure that our values, mission and focus are shared across our entire global footprint.

PUTTING PEOPLE FIRST
The opportunity to grow is highly motivating. Supporting our team to learn and develop new skills, languages and abilities helps both them and the school. In 2018-2019, we invested €564,000 in 21,000 hours of staff training, based on ongoing talent assessments.

IESE has been awarded the certificate of family responsibility (EFR) for 10+ years and continues to introduce ways for its team members to integrate their home and work lives, such as child-care support and family days. The school’s inclusive nature is reflected in the diversity of nationalities, cultures, religions, genders, ages and cultures among its staff. Equality is more than a legal requirement; it is a fundamental aspect of who we are and a strategic priority for all future activity.

IN NUMBERS
- 638 People
- 64% Women
- 45 Nationalities

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Everything IESE does is directed toward having a positive impact. We promote social responsibility in our programs, our research and our activities.

WOMEN IN LEADERSHIP
IESE is committed to breaking down barriers to leadership roles for women. The school has the Carmina Roca and Rafael Pich-Aguilera Women and Leadership Chair, the International Center for Work and Family, several Focused Programs and a series of initiatives, such as MBA and EMBA clubs, to empower women in business.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
In an era of rapid change, innovative solutions are required to transform challenges into opportunities, and to create new employment opportunities. This year, IESE inaugurated its Venture Hub, a new space for entrepreneurs that brings under one roof the school’s many activities related to entrepreneurship, from training and research – Bertran Foundation Chair of Entrepreneurship and Entrepreneurship and Innovation Center – to financing and tech transfer. The Venture Hub has received support from Prof. Nuño, Fundación Renta Corporación, Fundación Damm, Logisfashion Ence Energia & Celulosa and Mecardon.

PUBLIC LEADERSHIP
Supporting the development of politicians and others in public service has a direct impact on society. IESE has two chairs – the Josep Felipe Bertran Chair of Governance and Leadership in Public Administration, and the Abertis Chair of Regulation, Competition and Public Policy – and two research centers – the Public-Private Sector Research Center, and the Center for Public Leadership and Government – dedicated to public leadership. In association with the Harvard Kennedy School, it delivers programs in Madrid on the subject. As part of its work in this area, IESE presents the results of its research to governments, trade unions and companies.

ETHICS AND GOOD GOVERNANCE
Developing ethical and socially responsible leaders is at the heart of IESE’s mission. Our research centers and chairs – such as the Center for Business in Society, the Center for Corporate Governance, the CaixaBank Chair of Corporate Social Responsibility and Corporate Governance, the Chair of Business Ethics, and the IESE Foundation Chair of Corporate Governance – shape the conversation on what it means to take the welfare of people and society into account when taking action.

AFRICA
Under the umbrella of its Africa Initiative, which coordinates all related activities, IESE has helped found four business schools in Africa and plays an active role in developing African business leadership and education. The ongoing relationship with these schools is fostered through the Pan-African AMP and EMBA modules, in which participants from the associated schools come to IESE’s Barcelona and Madrid campuses. This year, the alliance with Strathmore Business School and Lagos Business School has led to the launching of a Global CEO Africa Program, together with a joint mission to develop African CEOs to drive change and wealth development in Africa. The Global CEO Africa consists of three one-week modules delivered in Nairobi, Lagos and on the New York campus.

GLOBAL IMPACT
IESE organizes and participates in many activities throughout the year that have a focus on social responsibility. These include:

GLOBAL IMPACT
DOING GOOD, DOING WELL
One of Europe’s largest student-organized annual conferences, run since 2001 by the IESE Responsible Business Club, looks at the challenges facing society.

SHARING CHALLENGES & KNOWING
The students of the Management for Development Program apply their skills and knowledge to a social organization, in order to support and provide solutions to the challenges it faces.

CHRISTMAS CAMPAIGNS
Fundraising activities included support for launching a new school in Côte d’Ivoire (organized by IESE associate MDE Business School), a Solidarity Tree to help local charities and NGOs in Barcelona and Madrid, and Christmas Gift to assist homeless people in New York and Barcelona.

OTHER INITIATIVES
Included blood donation drives, used-clothing collections, IESE Social Action Day, a Solidarity Fun Run and a fundraising campaign for a pioneering pediatric cancer hospital.
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For further information regarding IESE’s activities (including accounting, sustainability and endowment reports) please download the online version of this annual report at www.iese.edu/annualreport